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Abstract 
 

This thesis investigates the everyday life of children evacuated from East London during the 
Second World War to identity how urban children’s relationship to the English countryside 
developed. Drawing primarily on their later recollections and period writings, it details the 
aspects of landscape and country life that evacuees found striking and investigates how those 
details reflect on evacuees’ broader understanding of the rural society into which they had been 
thrust. Ultimately, it is concerned with demonstrating that urban children became literate in the 
cultural language of country-dwellers as well as the processes by which that literacy developed. 
This cultural literacy would prove significantly operative in the postwar British social democratic 
project.  
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“The walls went down; and we felt, if not knew, each other.” 
- Elizabeth Bowen, Preface to “The Demon Lover”(1945) 
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Introduction 

In August, 1939, London’s schoolchildren practiced street-crossing. They lined up, shoulder to 

shoulder, along the sides of city streets and then, in a single wave, moved quickly across the 

pavement past stopped traffic. They had also been issued gas masks, in bulky wooden boxes, 

which they were required to carry around everywhere they went. In the final days of the month, 

they were issued name tags with identifying information to be strung around their necks, and 

their parents were told to prepare a day’s food and warm clothing, as resources permitted, in the 

sturdiest bags that could be found. On September 1, 1939, the Luftwaffe dropped its first bombs 

on Polish cities. Train service slowed as rail cars were requisitioned to move tens of thousands of 

children, organized by school and subgroup, out of London over the ensuing three days.  

Those children were to spend the war years, however many there might be, in the relative 

safety of the countryside. Where precisely they did not know, and even if they had, the names 

would have likely been meaningless. All the same, they arrived in villages across the country 

slated to spend the war in these remote sanctuaries. All with a war on, this melee of childhood 

dislocation would be a generation of urbanites’ introduction to the countryside.  

Britain entered the upheaval of the Second World War with rural and urban populations 

who lived in worlds of distance that belied their close geographic proximity. The interwar years 

had been a time, in George Orwell’s terms, of quiet mediocrity in which the so-called “nation of 

shopkeepers” had kept, more or less, each to her or his own devices.  With the exception of a few 1

attempts at collective action,  quickly dispersed by an uninterested general population, it had 2

proven infertile ground for socialist or nationalist revolution. Peter Mandler in The English 

1 George Orwell, The Lion and the Unicorn (London: Secker & Warburg, 1941), 40. 
2 Included in these would be the General Strike of 1926 and Oswald Mosley’s British Union of Fascists.  
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National Character writes that this immunity stemmed not so much “from a patriotic ‘insularity’ 

but rather from more generic distractions and alternative loyalties that were becoming endemic 

to modern society.”  It was a combined product, in Mandler’s view, of modernization—with all 3

of the industrialization and urbanization that entailed—and a particular cultural impulse of the 

interwar period that drew Britons away from intimate knowledge of their neighbors outside or 

inside the cities, whatever the case may be. In a phrase, Britons grown apart and embraced 

closed-off localism; each tended to her or his own affairs more-or-less in the context of her or his 

own immediate surroundings.  

Of course, the global economic depression of the 1930s had produced some degree of 

yearning in the cities for an idyllic country life, as documented by Sonya Rose in Which People’s 

War. Fictional works of the time exhorted the beauty and simplicity of country life while 

lambasting the squalor, bad air, and moral degeneracy of the cities. Those with financial means 

took holidays to tourist camps in the countryside or on the sea.  Their yearning, in Rose’s terms, 4

was for an “authentic England” wherein the change brought on by technology and social issues 

was absent. However, this imagination of the countryside was just that, an image with very little 

substantial relationship to everyday, lived country dwelling. In reality, city and country dwellers 

lived in radically different ways, and it is telling that in the introduction to the 1980 essay 

anthology, Change and Tradition in Rural England, whose contents detail subtleties and 

complexities of countryside history, culture, and economy, editor Denys Thompson is compelled 

to write that the contained writing “is in no way an exercise in nostalgia.”  Nostalgia for a pure 5

3 Peter Mandler, The English National Character: From Edmund Burke to Tony Blair (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2006), 185.  
4 Sonya Rose, Which People’s War: National Identity and Citizenship in Wartime Britain 1939-1945 (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2003), Kindle Edition.  
5 Denys Thompson, Change and Tradition in Rural England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980), 1.  
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agrarian past certainly was popular among many urbanites in interwar Britain, but while of a 

certain scholarly interest, it did not and could not constitute the basis of a meaningful 

relationship between town and country populations. Suffice it to say, Britain’s urban and rural 

populations lived in relative ignorance of each other’s frames of life.  

This status quo ante between town and country would be radically disrupted by the war 

and in particularly meaningful ways by the evacuations of children from Britain’s metropoles. 

This voluntary, though highly propagandized, movement of an estimated 1.5 to 3 million 

children had been arranged to avoid, as much as was possible, the devastation to morale and loss 

of life that might be caused by the aerial bombing of British cities by German planes. As urban 

parents were told, their children would be safe and well cared for in the countryside and so they 

went en masse in trains organized by the British government in the three September days before 

Britain entered the war. Each had been supplied with the aforementioned gas mask and name tag, 

as well as a postcard addressed to their home. Some had suitcases full of warm clothes and hardy 

shoes while others brought what they wore and little else, the rest left to chance and the goodwill 

of rural strangers. In the country, volunteers struggled to rally their neighbors to take in these 

dislocated children, from infants to teenagers, all the while striving to surmount the social 

prejudices that surrounded supposedly foreign city dwellers. The children arrived and, with 

varying degrees of cajoling and coercion on the part of pre-appointed “Local Evacuation 

Officers” and the teachers who travelled with the children from London, found beds in the homes 

of private citizens wherever they landed.  

Some would return home during the inactivity of the so-called Phoney War, the eight 

months of silence on the Western Front between September, 1939 and May, 1940 as France, 
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Britain and their allies watched the invasion of Poland and particularly the brutality of the aerial 

Siege of Warsaw with fear of a Nazi war machine that would soon be turned on them. Most of 

those would find themselves bound for the country, in a similar though in less organized and 

documented fashion, once more with the fall of France in June, 1940 and the commencement of 

the Blitz in September 1940, the nine-month aerial siege of Britain’s cities. Others would return 

home in 1942 as American soldiers arrived in Britain and the tide of the war shifted back onto 

European soil. Those who remained would live out the remainder of the war in the country, 

avoiding Germany’s deployment of the extraordinarily destructive V1 and V2 rockets in a 

last-ditch effort to break Londoners’ resolve before the Nazi capitulation.  

This study is concerned with what came after that initial dislocation: the everyday 

experiences of the children who found themselves more-or-less alone in their own strange land 

amongst a people who, although of the same nationality, were strangers not just personally but 

culturally. Rural people, the ways they lived, and the institutions they valued would become 

familiar, intelligible, and often deeply cherished to these children by the close of the war. 

Evacuees developed a love for the country and literacy in the ways its inhabitants understood 

themselves through the land in a remarkable process of quiet, quotidian intercultural 

bridge-building while the war raged around them. This thesis investigates the elements of rural 

life that proved most striking to evacuees and through which those children developed bonds 

with the country. It focuses on children who, until the war, lived in what appears to be the point 

of starkest difference: the long-time urban slum district of London, the East End, and its satellite 

districts. Proletarian and subject to national fears of moral dissolution, bad air, and vast poverty, 

the East End’s difference from rural Britain in terms of landscape and everyday habit is about as 
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striking as can be found. For that reason, the appreciation for and literacy in the country and its 

people that were formed are perhaps the most meaningful.  

If Britons in the interwar period were parochial and ignorant of the lives and institutions 

of their neighbors, they emerged from the war with remarkable cultural literacy in and 

appreciation for those neighbors, their lives, and their institutions. The evacuations engendered 

this shift by, on a day to day basis, building that new form of neighborly relationship. The 

experiences of children during the war would carry through into the post-war project of 

Democratic Socialism, giving them reason to build a state that took an active role in caring for 

the welfare of citizens at a national scale.  

In the particulars of wartime life, one finds that the specific loci wherein bridge-building 

occurred are myriad. They range from the geographer’s physical landscape of mountains and 

rivers, to the flora and fauna that populated the fields and forests surrounding to the billets in 

which children lived, to the routines and cultural habits of country life. In these spheres of 

everyday life and landscape during the evacuation, children began to develop a sense of place 

and time that they would carry with them in memory back home to the cities and into the postwar 

era.  

Those pictures are, of course, fundamentally individual, built on particular experiences at 

particular times in particular places with particular people. Everyday life is by definition a vastly 

variable phenomenon. However, it was collectivized in the sharing of experiences within 

mutually recognized sites of memory. In Pierre Nora’s Les Lieux de Mémoire, in which he 

outlines the phenomenon, the principal locales for this collectivization tend to be concrete 
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physical structures like war memorials or specific places like the poppy fields of Flanders.  In 6

this study, however, these tend to be broad categories or images: the coast of England, meadows 

of flowers, patches of vegetable garden, or country kitchens wherein an evacuee’s first cup of tea 

away from home was drunk. Nevertheless, these categories function similarly to Nora’s lieux de 

mémoire as spatial phenomena imbued with meaning from many lives and experiences. These 

“sites of memory” are the principal access point for this thesis’ investigations.  

This study balances diachrony and synchrony, tracing the evacuation forward in time 

from 1939 to 1945 but doubling back where themes overlap in time. It opens in “From City to 

Country” by examining the geographic outlay of Britain at the time of the evacuations, 

establishing the spatial hierarchies of town and country, the character of the land involved in the 

East London Evacuations, and giving an overview of the particular geographies of evacuation 

from the East End and its environs as well as a brief survey of the East End as a phenomenon in 

and of itself. In “Family for the Duration” it traces the arrival of evacuees in the countryside, 

their reception by rural billeters and the phenomenon of the first night. The study proceeds to 

track the development of relationships between evacuees and their hosts to show the dynamics 

by which those personal relationships could color evacuees’ experiences of landscape. “Over 

Hill, Over Dale” is a discussion of landscape proper, surveying how children experienced, 

described, and remembered physical features of the landscape to which they were being 

introduced. In “Country People and Country Ways,” the thesis addresses evacuee experience of 

country-dwelling culture and material conditions of life. This vein continues in “Flora, Fauna, 

and Food” with a review of evacuee experience within their largely agricultural milieu and their 

6 Pierre Nora, “Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Memoire.” Representations 26 (1989): 7-24. Accessed 
September 5, 2016. 
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engagement with local cuisine. The study closes in “Better Neighbors” by examining the 

evolution of host-evacuee relationships after the end of the war, the postwar Social Democratic 

project, and the role of the evacuations in the national life that followed the war.  

As a whole, this study seeks to elucidate how everyday evacuated life within the 

cataclysmic rupture of the Second World War allowed children to develop an understanding of a 

land outside the immediate context of their home and an appreciation for ways of living that, 

while very different from their own, were also contained within the category of Englishness. 

Investigating the particulars of individual experience on a broad scale, it seeks to identify how 

these bonds were developed with the ultimate consequence of a postwar English society that was 

remarkably literate in and concerned with the lives, institutions, and well-being of its neighbors.  
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From City to Country 
 

On the evening of June 18th, 1940, the BBC broadcast to the nation Winston Churchill’s 

dark words of “colossal military disaster.”  France had finally capitulated, as had Belgium, 7

Denmark, Norway, and the Netherlands in the weeks and months before. Britain was alone in 

Europe. His long oration took a tone of resistance, but Churchill minced no words in laying the 

facts of the war bare. The British army had failed to mobilize effectively from its defeat in 

Belgium, the Skagerrak has been ineffectively defended against German crossing, and the RAF, 

even while downing German planes at a rate of “three or four to one” defending the British 

amphibious retreat at Dunkirk, had been routed back across the English Channel. Interestingly, 

Churchill argued that it was because Britain engaged militarily beyond its borders that its efforts 

were less than effective. He spoke to the navy’s inability to engage with surface ships because 

the RAF could not provide air cover from its bases in Britain, and how, in fact, the RAF would 

be most effective when fighting over its own land where downed pilots and planes could be 

easily recovered. While a remarkable example of spin, Churchill would prove prophetic in this 

case. Britain has been isolated in Europe, bereft of allies and so without whatever asset or 

liability they presented.  

Isolation is the central figure of Churchill’s speech. He used the word “Island”  more than 8

twice as often as Britain itself, harkening to the essentiality of isolation in what would be 

Britain’s experience of the war. The maritime nature of its empire provided to a sense that 

though it might suffer a dearth of allies amongst its geographic neighbors, as long as Great 

7 Winston Churchill, “Their Finest Hour, June 18, 1940,” The International Churchill Center, accessed Feb. 2, 2017. 
http://www.winstonchurchill.org/resources/speeches/1940-the-finest-hour/122-their-finest-hour 
8 The word is capitalized here because it is most typically published that way, for example “in this Island.” 
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Britain controlled the seas and repelled amphibious invasion, it could persist, “if necessary for 

years, if necessary alone.”  As Churchill succinctly put it, “Hitler knows that he will have to 9

break us in this Island or lose the war.”  

All of this, of course, rested on Britain’s ability to maintain connection with its 

Commonwealth and colonies via maritime trade. In 1940, a full 70 percent of British foodstuffs 

were brought into the country by sea, much of it from the antipodean dominions over a sea route 

of nearly 13,000 miles.  It would be the task of the Royal Navy, as it had been since the 10

Napoleonic wars, to protect the passage of that trade across the Pacific to Panama and then 

across the Atlantic as well. Vice Admiral Dönitz of the Kriegsmarine capitalized upon the 

difficulty of this enormous task, deploying a fleet of submarine hunter-killers that would reach 

more than 300 before its decline. Dönitz feared to seek open, conventional warfare at sea and 

risk repeating the Battle of Jutland wherein a German tactical victory had proved Pyrrhic by 

crippling the bulk of its fleet against a still numerically superior if momentarily defeated British 

force. Dönitz’s solution was to cast a web of roaming submarines across the Atlantic that 

targeted merchant vessels carrying military armaments and food. The goal of this operation, a 

long back and forth involving numerous changes in military tactics and the well-told race to 

decipher the German Naval Enigma code by the cryptanalysts at Bletchley Park, was to break the 

supply lines that bound the Empire and isolate Great Britain in the home country by closing its 

sea lanes. Without the empire, Nazi leadership reckoned they could starve the island into 

surrender. In response, Britain would have to turn inward, putting its imperial metropoles and 

entrepots in spatial and social conversation with its rural hinterland in order to rally the force 

9 Winston Churchill, “Their Finest Hour,” Churchill Center.  
10 “British Wartime Food.” Cooks Info. Accessed Feb. 8, 2017. http://www.cooksinfo.com/british-wartime-food 
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necessary to resist the Axis war machine in what would come to be known as its darkest and its 

finest hour. 

While faith remained in the Royal Navy’s ability to protect some trade, the civil 

administration in Britain was not unaware of the problem that integration of food supply 

networks across a vast maritime imperium posed. As early as 1936, a Ministry of Food was 

arranged to prepare for the eventuality of war and the challenges to intra-imperial trade that 

would likely come with it. Shortages of foodstuffs had been severe in the First World War with 

prices rising by 130% with particular scarcity striking meat, sugar, and butter imported at rates of 

50, 70, and 91 percent respectively. Those shortages had very nearly brought Britain to surrender 

then; their repetition against a much more formidable German war effort would prove disastrous. 

As such, the Ministry of Food printed ration-books, developed a state-sponsored nutrition 

program to maximize the population’s health with limited supply, and, most interestingly for this 

project, began a campaign to grow food in every available acre of Britain in so-called 

“allotments”.  In brief, these were plots of public land, often sitting in city parks, where private 11

individuals were tasked, each on their own, to produce some quantity of the vegetables necessary 

for their daily sustenance.  

Isolation and the rationing through the wartime Ministry of Food that it necessitated 

opened up a new front in the war. While the RAF and Luftwaffe engaged in dogfights over the 

Channel, Sussex, and Kent, civilians, adult and children alike, were placed on the lines of the 

so-called “Kitchen Front.”  While imperially integrated urban populations could contribute by 12

farming carrots in city parks, the German submarine blockade would make them more reliant 

11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid.  
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than they had been in a century on the countryside. For these populations more than any other in 

Britain, the years from the Fall of France until D-Day were a partial and prescient moment of 

isolation that necessitated their reconnection with a countryside from which they had grown 

apart in the modern era. 

In 1940, some two thirds of the British population still lived in rural areas and towns 

under 200,000 people in an age before widespread access to the affordable automobiles allowed 

for large-scale suburban sprawl. Peppered with regionally significant towns including market 

settlements, administrative centers, and university towns, the countryside was not without its 

own urban hierarchy. However, that hierarchy was significantly distinct from the imperial urban 

hierarchy wherein major British metropoles and entrepôts were more connected in economy and 

image to the entrepots of the empire and commonwealth than their own peripheral hinterlands. 

Aristocrats and the well-off might balance life between city and country, operating in both 

spheres, but they were the exception, not the rule. For the most part, urbanites and rural folk lead 

separate lives, brought together in moments of extraordinary crisis but otherwise living their 

lives in mutual ignorance. This is, of course, a more-or-less unextraordinary phenomenon. Rural 

and urban lives depend on different institutions, different habits, and often different sensibilities 

made possible if not determined by their geographical conditions.  

In part because of the earliness of industrialization in island Britain, the urban proletariat 

did not retain significant familial or cultural connections to the countryside as might have been 

observed in Germany or France in the same period. Rather, working-class urbanites tended to 

identify with the city as such, forming their own cultural enclaves within the built-space of 
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industrial metropoles and maritime entrepôts where docks, warehouses, and factories filled the 

place of fields and hills as their physical and social topography.  

It is worth taking a moment, for the sake of background in a thesis that deals with the 

southern English countryside in broad terms, to investigate the details of rural regional 

differentiation. At the time of the Second World War, the patterns of rural culture in a large part 

still fell along lines drawn in the Medieval era: the ceremonial counties that had once served to 

organize the feudal aristocracy and the broader regions that those counties make up. While cities 

of reasonable size might spring up along the coasts or in manufacturing hubs, much of the land 

remained oriented to agriculture or left uncultivated in patterns that had not been studied on any 

significant scale until the 1930s when the Ordnance Survey conducted a comprehensive land use 

mapping drive at a scale of six inches to the mile (see Figures 1 through 6).  The results 13

illustrate some general trends worth keeping in mind to avoid approaching the British 

countryside entirely as a monolith. During the period of study, the East of England,  situated to 14

the north and north-east of London was given to the most heavily agricultural use with directed 

agriculture — typically vegetable and fruit farming — covering the vast majority of the land. 

The Midlands  were a somewhat different picture, culturally characterized as they were by the 15

capitals of industry in Birmingham, Coventry, and Leicester. Land in those areas was far more 

significantly given to meadow and grassland for either the production of grains or livestock 

pasturing. By contrast, the Southwest was a somewhat less “developed” area, significantly more 

isolated in terms of accessibility and the least populated region in the South — particularly in the 

13 Ordnance Survey. Land Utilisation of Great Britain [sheet 2] [map]. 2nd Edition. 1:625,000. Southampton: 
Director General, Ordnance Survey, 1944. 
14 Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex, Hertfordshire, Norfolk and Suffolk.  
15 Split into East — Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire, Nottinghamshire and Rutland — 
and West — Herefordshire, Shropshire, Staffordshire, Warwickshire and Worcestershire. 
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peninsular counties of Cornwall and Devon. Its land cover, in the survey, falls somewhere 

between that of the Midlands and the East; a rough mix of vegetable agriculture and 

meadowlands cover the majority of the landscape with mining centered around the towns that 

supply its labour. Finally, the Southeast of England shows the hallmark characteristics of 

arcadian England with a marbled mix of forests, meadowland, directed agriculture, and orchards, 

particularly along the Thames valley. Therein, the river meanders north-west from London past 

the royal residence at Windsor and through small villages where its tributaries branch deep into 

the English countryside. It is here, more than anywhere else, that one finds the picturesque 

England of fictional exhortation in works ranging from The Wind in the Willows to Brideshead 

Revisited.  

The East London evacuations reached across this differentiated landscape, if unevenly. 

Using data drawn from a 1939 ledger of evacuee school group destinations, I have visualized the 

geography of those children’s moves away from London to provide a sense of which English 

landscapes those children saw in what I believe is the first and only such cartographic 

representation of the WWII evacuations (see Figures 1 through 6). I preface any discussion with 

the note that in the disorganization caused by wartime measures and the bombing of London, this 

data represents only the first and most organized wave of evacuation. Over the subsequent years 

of the war, evacuee groups were functionally lost to central organization, their well-being 

managed and tracked only by those directly involved with the administration of each particular 

group. It appears, sadly, that the exact location of each evacuee or even evacuee group over the 

full course of the war has been lost to time.  
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All the same, this data is sufficiently robust to give a strong picture of how the East 

London evacuation mapped onto the landscape. Children were fairly evenly dispersed in a 

diagonal arc across southern England from Cornwall to Norfolk with the greater concentration in 

the counties bordering London as well as in Norfolk (see Figure 7). Their immediate locales 

were almost always rural and typically agrarian, although as discussed above, the types of 

agriculture present in these areas varied a great deal. As such, one can safely say, while leaving 

some room for ambiguity in the later years of the war, that evacuees from East London were 

spread across a set of southern rural landscapes with all of diversity that such a statement entails. 

This of course means that very few were sent to the North, Scotland, or Wales, although 

compiled recollections, including some used in this study, demonstrate that in the later years of 

the war some children were indeed sent to those places.  

In this regionally multifarious evacuation one comes upon an issue in talking about the 

countryside as a cohesive identity. If the countryside was not consistent in how it looked or how 

its people spoke and lived, then how could evacuees have experienced it in a generalizable way? 

For one, they did meaningfully interact with place-specific lifeways and cultures. However, the 

place-specificity of those phenomena are in and of themselves a remarkable feature of the 

countryside. It is hardly radical to argue that the wartime English countryside was an 

un-cosmopolitan place with locally constrained traditions that were perpetuated, through the 

years, by the dedication of local people.  Its traditions may have included events as specific as 16

the annual orange rolling in Bedfordshire, but the fact of such institutions was general to the 

countryside writ large. It also appears, in the research conducted for this thesis, that such 

16 It is even less of a stretch to argue such a thing now, in the late 2010s, in a time of conservative, localist backlash 
to globalism.  
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place-specific traditions did not strike evacuees so much other features of country life like 

material sanitary conditions, parish dances, and outdoor sports. This is all to say that, for 

evacuees, locality to locality distinctions tended to fall into a broader understanding of the 

country as a general place of dubiously meaningful local differentiations and were overshadowed 

by such features of life that were generalizable across the countryside.  

This view is consistent with the verticality/horizontality theory of spatial perception 

outlined by Orton and Worpole in their The New English Landscape. Therein, the two authors 

argue that space, both physical and cultural, can take two modes that fall roughly along the urban 

rural divide in land use. Urbanites understand the land generally in vertical terms.  They live, 17

eat, and work in a built space where cultural meaning and physical topography is constructed 

monumentally upward. The bricks of rowhouses and steel of signposts have been piled one on 

top of the other. This way of building develops a crucificial model for the presentation of cultural 

meaning in space. Institutions, messages, and places stand out by nature of having been placed 

on a vertical plane whether that be the imposing facade of a government building, a street sign, 

or a row house. Urbanites therefore expect meaning, conveyed in space, to be presented in this 

way.  

In the country, by contrast, the low density of human population creates a horizontal 

frame. Human life is not built upward because there is no need to do so. Rather, it sprawls 

outward horizontally. Places, institutions, and sites of cultural resonance are still, of course, 

recognizable, but their meaning is not presented by fixtures sticking upward from the land. One 

has to be aware of where they are beforehand, to some extent, to recognize them. Seumas 

17 Jason Orton and Ken Worpole, The New English Landscape (London: Field Station, 2013), 24. 
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O’Kelly touches upon this phenomenon in his short story, “The Weaver’s Grave.” Therein, a pair 

of elderly men search through a disorganized graveyard searching for the site of a friend’s 

gravesite, all the while arguing over the stories of who was buried where and how they knew. 

While his story is set in Ireland, it serves as a useful demonstration of horizontal spatial structure 

in rural Britain as well. The impregnation of the land with meaning depends on massive personal 

investment in the events and characters of that land’s history on the part of every member of 

society. The discovery of the remains of Richard the Third underneath a parking lot in Leicester 

point to just how easily information is lost when inhabitants no longer keep the flame of local 

site-history alive.  

While evacuees were not, insofar as I know, responsible for losing the grave site of a 

monarch, they did engage with horizontal space in a similar way. Urban children had been raised 

to understand space with a vertical mindset, looking for signposts to meaning in the build 

landscape rather than drawing on a reserve of folk history. As such, they missed a certain degree 

of cultural specificity as coded in the land. This is not to say that they were not aware of its 

existence, they almost certainly were, but they did not know what it was. Barring that awareness, 

two East Enders, one sent to Suffolk and the other to Cornwall, generally noticed similar things 

about the countryside in which they spent the war.  

More important than the differentiation of locales to which evacuees were sent, I argue, is 

the distinctness of the place from which they came. East London is about as drastic a departure 

with the character of rural England as can be imagined (see Figure 8). Strikingly poor and deeply 

neglected, East London and the East End that sits at its core is, first and foremost, a dockside 

slum district with a long history and broad understanding of it being so. As Paul Newland writes 
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in The Cultural Construction of London’s East End, “it has been depicted as a terra incognita; as 

an ill favoured, stigmatised social space; as the antithesis of order, civility and decorum — long 

associated with evil, darkness, the primitive and the uncivilized.”  By the 20th century, the East 18

End had become in the popular imagination, something more than a slum: the model slum, an 

indictment of industrial urbanity and a byword for filth. Of course, the material conditions of the 

East End were hardly universally that. It had its own middle class and its happy families like 

anywhere else. Employment was largely available along the Thames in dozens of docks as well 

as in factories located in the area. However, it was also host to pre-modern hygienic conditions, 

enormous family sizes, a decrepit housing stock, and high crime both violent and otherwise. A 

1950s ethnography of the area found that it was host to very high rates of delinquency amongst 

male spouses, but also extraordinary rates of social cohesion, large familial networks, and 

informal social structures to manage a compassionate allocation of limited housing resources.  19

Perhaps the most extraordinary feature of the East End, though, is how extensively and 

intensively it has been studied over the past two centuries. More than simply a collection of poor 

working-class neighborhoods to the east of the City of London, it has become the site of a long 

and broad cultural anxiety about the nature of the city and the perceived degeneracy of social 

structures therein. Efforts at its quasi-religious redemption had been made for centuries by 

aristocratic do-gooders  and religious organizations.  20

Perhaps most significantly for this study, though, were those made by the British state to 

redeem not the adults of the East End but the area’s children through their relocation to a 

18 Paul Newland, The Cultural Construction of London’s East End (New York: Rodopi, 2008). 
19 Michael Dunlop Young and Peter Willmott. Family and Kinship in East London (London: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1957). 
20 Koven, Seth, Slumming: Sexual and Social Politics in Victorian London. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
2006). 
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sanitizing colonial hinterland as studied by Ellen Boucher in her Empire’s Children. She 

documents how the British state sought to use slum children as a bridge between the home 

islands and the colonies, all the while converting this “corrupted youth” to productive societal 

membership.  That mission of Empire bears striking parallels to the one undertaken, quite 21

accidentally, during the WWII evacuations. Though its primary impulse was to protect the 

nation’s children from harm, they inadvertently exposed urban children, including slum children, 

to a different hinterland, this time domestic rather than imperial. Similarly to Boucher’s colonial 

relocations, the evacuations brought the city and country closer together, “renewing the bonds” 

of Great Britain and establishing acquaintance and cultural rapport between the island’s two 

spatial spheres. The establishment of this rapport was hardly without its own struggles and 

discontinuities. However, in the details of personal relationships and daily life, the dynamics by 

which people, very different from each other in background and experience, came to understand 

one another as bound together become evident as broad phenomena with significant 

transformative power for the nature of British national identity.  

 
  

21 Ellen Boucher, Empires Children: Child Emigration, Welfare, and the Decline of the British World, 1869-1967 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014). 
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Family for the Duration 
 

From the first nights spent away from home, the imagination that evacuees developed 

around the country and its habits was shaped by the people with whom they lived. Firstly, rural 

people were themselves a feature of the landscape for evacuated children. This is to say, their 

behaviors and habits, quietly observed over the course of the war, were themselves a part of the 

impression of the countryside that evacuees brought home with them. Additionally, the 

relationships that country-dwelling hosts made with evacuated children altered and inflected the 

way that those evacuees interacted with the countryside around them: the landscape features they 

saw, the institutions with which they came into contact etc. In the warmest relationships, hosts 

gave evacuees a picture of rural life as defined by the ruddy-faced domesticity and 

neighborliness that cultural commentators had, in the previous half a century or so, associated 

with it. In all, country-dwelling hosts introduced evacuees either personally or by providing for 

time outside the home, to the land in which they lived. Thereby, they allowed evacuees to 

develop a bond with the land. As such, country-dwellers served a dual role for evacuees, at once 

curators of and guides to their home landscape as well as elements of that landscape in and of 

themselves.  

Finding that role took time, of course, and the passage from total strangers to near-family 

was often a fraught and bumpy one. Evacuees arrived together with their schools at village train 

stations, often unsure of where they were or where they were to go next and with only an often 

equally unsure school-teacher to guide them through strange territory. As Derek Springett, 

evacuated from Stepney in September, 1939 to Hassocks, West Sussex near Brighton(fig. 1), put 

it, “We were put on a train and didn’t really know where we were going to. I think we were quite 
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confused and bewildered and sort of clung to one another because really we was the only ones 

we knew. We were quite bewildered by it all.”  Up to that point almost completely unfamiliar 22

with anywhere outside London and learning to live for the first time in a world at war, evacuees 

often hadn’t even been told where they were going. Even if they had, they would have had very 

little reference by which to judge their destination. For many, the only address they had been 

given was their own, printed in a postcard to be mailed home to assure parents that all was well 

on their first day alone.  

The mystery of the country into which East London’s children were being sent was not 

necessarily a cause for alarm in the eyes of the children. For many, the opportunity to discover 

hitherto foreign land was exciting.  A.V. Gibbs was not alone when she wrote that “to me it was 

an adventure.”  Many children relished the excitement of shipping out far from home and 23

discovering a new part of the world. It is interesting in this regard that they didn’t know where 

they were going. They weren’t travelling to known quantities by the name of Oxford or Kettering 

but some mysterious part of, in their minds, a monolithic entity called “country.” C.S. Lewis 

does well to capture this sentiment in The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe when he writes in 

its early pages, “I say, let’s go and explore to-morrow. You might find anything in a place like 

this.”  For those young evacuees who put fear and loneliness aside or didn’t suffer from them, 24

the evacuation presented a fantastic opportunity to discover a new world, perhaps not quite so 

radically new as Narnia, but certainly foreign and importantly beyond the rule of her or his 

parents.  

22 Derek Springett w/ Ken Drury interviewing. Springett, Derek (Oral history), ℅ IWMA:33266, produced 2004. 
23 A.V. Gibbs, Private Papers of Mrs A V Gibbs, ℅ IWMA: Documents.4918, April 19, 1996. 
24 C.S. Lewis, The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe. New York: Macmillan, 1950.  
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Their initial welcome to this strange world, particularly in the case of East End children, 

was often far from cordial, more akin to a meat market than a welcome party. To paint a general 

picture, evacuees were taken through the night to the local parish hall where a group of hosts 

were waiting to select their billetees. Infants were snatched up first, being in the most seeming 

need and judged by hosts to be least likely to offend with habits borne out of the slums. Clean 

and well-dressed middle class children were generally taken home soon after for similar reasons. 

Any child who appeared louse-infested or unkempt might be left until cleaner options had been 

exhausted. For groups of children from the poorest areas of East London, even that small degree 

of acceptance was often absent. As Joyce Barrett remembered,  

What we discovered that our foster mothers or foster parents that had volunteered to take 
the evacuees, that when they saw us arriving, we looked so dirty, they just turned around 
and went back home so that there were virtually only a few foster parents in the parish 
hall waiting. They took the infants.  25

 
Biases against and fear of the East End ran deep, and it sometimes took real desperation before 

hosts were willing to accept a child who might bring the perceived (and often real, in the form of 

lice and fleas, although the city by no means held a monopoly on parasitic vermin) blight of the 

city into their homes, as illustrated by a Punch cartoon (see Figure 9) satirizing the efforts of 

government organizers. After it became clear that no one was coming to collect Derek Springett, 

a local volunteer was forced to corral him and a few others into a car and drive house to house 

knocking on doors, searching for a willing host. Even then, when none could be found the 

volunteer decided it was time for his tea and dropped them on a potentially promising street to 

navigate their way alone.  This was, of course, an extreme example, but not so much so to 26

25 Joyce R. Barrett w/ Jon Newman interviewing. Recording, ℅ IWMA:9563, produced February 25, 1985. 
26 Derek Springett w/ Ken Drury interviewing. Springett, Derek (Oral history), ℅ IWMA:33266, produced 2004. 
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warrant its omission. It illustrates that after years of exposure to reports on the horrific conditions 

in London’s slums, country people regarded children therefrom with significant trepidation.  

To belay the effects of this fear, the Home Office arranged for the preparation of 

volunteers who, though country-dwelling civilians themselves, would serve as a bridge between 

city and country people. One such, Ms. A.J. Hughes-Smith was at the vanguard of evacuation 

preparations in her village, one of those designated to gather supplies and host names for the 

coming wave of evacuees. In her mind leading up to the evacuation, “a rather drastic picture was 

painted of refugees trekking along all the roads out of London (they called them ‘Shadow 

Trekkers’) and that they would arrive footsore and hungry. So arrangements were made to stock 

up with biscuits, drink milk etc. and medical supplies.”  Needless to say, such a desperate 27

situation never came to bear. Instead she was presented with a trainload of “poor, confused, 

unhappy souls from the East End,” like so many other villages and towns across rural Britain. 

Judging from her attitude and her own evacuees’ reports, no children, at least in her village, were 

subjected to any late night wanderings.  

In most homes across the country, once initial worries were overcome and evacuees were 

brought over the doorstep, they were treated to a cup of tea, a bath—for most a precautionary 

measure against fleas—and a warm bed with any further questions left until morning.This is to 

say, when the children ceased to be someone’s evacuees and became their evacuees, hosts in the 

majority of cases rose to the challenge of their care, at least for a night. For one of Ms. 

Hughes-Smith’s evacuees, Dolly, it was a welcome experience and one that stuck with her for 50 

years until the adult former evacuee eventually wrote to her, detailing that first night. She writes,  

27 A.J. Hughes Smith, Private Papers of Mrs A J Hughes-Smith, ℅ IWMA: Documents.5496, catalogued May 31, 
1996. 
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We drove on a little further and you suddenly looked in the mirror and said ‘How would 
you like to come and live with me?’ I was pleased as you looked so lovely. We drove 
down the long drive and the door was opened by a maid in uniform. As we went in I 
tripped on the front doorstep and fell into the hall. Instead of the expected clip around the 
ear for being clumsy, you and Mona were full of concern… We had a delightful 
bedroom, very clean and comfortable; a complete contrast to our home where we slept 
top and tail six in a bed with no sheets or pillowcases - the place was infested with bugs 
and we had paraffin sprayed on to the walls each night with no windows open, you can 
imagine the smell (apart from the health hazard).  28

 
What Dolly remembered was, very simply put, kindness. With some exceptions, it is the chief 

characterizing feature of that first night. The quality and tone of that kindness varies, of course. 

For another evacuee, Miss E.C. Neville, it came in the form of a middle-aged Irish woman who 

answered her door, took one look at her and her informally evacuated family, and said, “‘Jesus 

Mary and Joseph - the look on yer, come on in the teas brewing,’” then promptly gave up the 

largest bedroom of her house without the question having been asked.  For all the stigma that 29

surrounded city children, it would seem that individuals confronted with need, for the most part, 

responded with the most giving attitude of which they were capable.  

British state attitudes toward the rupture of family that went hand in hand with the 

evacuation were largely to regard the risk of material and educational damage with trepidation. 

British society, particularly in the working classes like those who lived in East London, rested on 

the sanctity of the family as caretaker of individual children. Fathers were expected to feed the 

family, and mothers to care for the children. Evacuation exploded this system, for though fathers 

were still expected to send money to pay for the upkeep of their children the home as a physical 

space of emotional proximity had been done away with. Anna Freud would spend her war years 

28 Ibid. 
29 E.C. Neville, Private Papers of Mrs E C Neville, ℅ IWMA: Documents.6550, catalogued June 10, 1997. 
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investigating the consequences of this in terms of child psychology, theorizing that the loss of 

this domestic proximity and resulting breakdown of the mother-child bond would produce 

psychological damage on the scale of thousands. This stance would become popular in the 

post-war, but such concerns were largely put aside by those on the ground in the push to get 

children away from falling bombs.  Country-dwelling hosts focused their efforts on providing 30

sufficient nutrition and education as well as tutelage in the ways of bourgeois respectability. 

Most would struggle on at least one if not all fronts, succeeding more in impressing on evacuees 

what their values were than in inculcating them in the evacuees themselves. At the same time, 

their efforts point to a sense that hosts largely worked to act in loco parentis within the 

understandings of family and childhood prevalent at the time i.e. a model based on caretaking 

rather than bonding. Their failure to prevent emotional damage, demonstrated by the 

psychologists working on the Cambridge Evacuation Survey through the increase in bedwetting, 

was more a failure of mass culture and administration than of individual efforts.  

Evacuee recollections point to the significance of the hosts efforts and intentions. Miss I. 

Field, evacuated from Silverton to Headington, Oxfordshire, wrote, “Auntie Midge made us a 

bed on the floor, I was very tired and I started to cry so she cuddled me until I feel asleep, in the 

morning she told us we were like two little kittens curled up in a basket.”  While perhaps, in the 31

context of child developmental psychology, hosts could not completely stand in for the mother, 

they did often work to make their homes warm and welcoming to evacuees and to great effect. 

Miss V. Marsden, evacuated from Forest Gate to St. Osyth, Essex, attributes her early ease at 

home in her billet to the host’s kindness, remembering that “I obviously felt safe and ‘at home’ 

30 Tara Zahra, The Lost Children, (Cambridge: Harvard, 2011), 65.  
31 I. Field, Private Papers of Mrs I. Field, ℅ IWMA:Documents.5576, catalogued June 8, 1996. 
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quite soon as I gave my Mother instructions, so I am told, to ‘go home and bring back 

Evelyn[her sister] while I stay here in the warm.’”  Miss Marsden’s later close relationship with 32

the family after years spent living together is a reflection, I think, of this early warmth. In later 

periods of host-evacuee relationships, the same apparent urge to step into the role of the mother 

is evident. For example, Mrs. Hughes-Smith arranged for a Christmas party for her two young 

evacuees, showering them with food and presents and fulfilling her upper-class expectations of 

how children in the home ought to be treated at Christmastime. One of her evacuees later wrote 

in a tone of thanks and some surprise, “when Christmas arrived we had toys for the first time 

ever and we were surrounded by love and happiness.”  Class expectations certainly differed, as 33

did background. It is important that the young evacuee, Dolly, had come from a neglectful and 

impoverished home in London. Remembered later, she expected very little in the way of warmth 

in her billet, but, finding it, came to love and cherish the time she spent in that rural part of the 

country. Through their application in these relationships, the neat domesticity and neighborliness 

so valued in rural life was conveyed.  

Of course, cases as remarkably warm as Hughes-Smith and Dolly are few and far 

between. Some number of evacuees were placed in homes wherein no quasi-mother figure was 

present or willing. They were typically kept safe and fed, but it’s in these cases that one observes 

the phenomena feared by Freud and her associates. For example, Ernest Munson was evacuated 

from West Ham to Timberscombe, Somerset with his younger brother to the home of an elderly 

couple who “didn’t really have an idea of how to take care of two young boys from London 

32 V. Marsden, Private Papers of Mrs. V. Marsden, ℅ IWMA: Documents.14525, catalogued February 8, 2006.  
33 A.J. Hughes Smith, Private Papers of Mrs A J Hughes-Smith, ℅ IWMA: Documents.5496, catalogued May 31, 
1996. 
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who’d just been hiked away from their family and put with total strangers.”  While Ernest fared 34

reasonably, in his own words decades later, but his brother suffered significantly. Ernest 

remembered that early and expected depression and nighttime homesickness continued for his 

younger brother into a period long enough that he became seriously ill and had to be placed in a 

hospital. He commented on recollecting this that “I suppose these days, we’d have had 

counseling. But there was none of that in those days. You were just left to get on with it, weren’t 

you?”  His words point to the veracity of Freud’s concerns. Familial rupture was doing serious 35

damage to many children’s psyches, although fears “that wartime separations would produce a 

generation of ‘affectionless characters’ and criminals,” perhaps overlooked the vast numbers of 

children who muddled through the potentially alienating and isolating process of dislocation with 

nary a scar. For many of that set, the relationships hosts developed with their evacuees offset 

some of the pain of maternal separation. And, even if hosts did not attempt to serve a parental 

role, the introduction they made to the country landscape may have served as a portal into a 

world defined not so much by what was absent from children’s lives but by the novel adventures 

now present.  

Ernest Munson spent his time in Somerset sliding down hay bales and being chased by 

farm dogs through fields around his billet. In his words, he had a penchant for “just plain 

mischief.”  One of his more humorous pranks was to roam through the village unhinging one 36

neighbor’s garden gate and placing it on the frame of another. As should be readily evident, his 

hosts weren’t introducing him to this sort of mischief, more often than not they were as peeved 

34Ernest William Munson w/ Conrad Wood interviewing. Munson, Ernest William (Oral history), ℅ IWMA:16779, 
produced July 21, 1996. 
35 Ibid.  
36 Ernest William Munson w/ Conrad Wood interviewing. Munson, Ernest William (Oral history), ℅ IWMA:16779, 
produced July 21, 1996. 
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by it as the neighbors. However, the general lack of supervision that they, as well as a large 

section of hosts, provided allowed their evacuee to romp through the country at his will in ways 

that were clearly memorable, given the detail of recollection he provided 50 years later.  

A more direct reflection of host-evacuee relationships’ presence in landscape experience 

is found in the allotment, a phenomenon that grew out of the war in which vegetables would be 

grown on lawns, backyards etc. Evacuees were expected to do their part working in the 

allotment, even young ones. For Dolly, who was especially young, her involvement was subject 

to a more forgiving attitude toward to the word, “help.” She writes of it, “I remember we threw 

porridge out of the nursery window onto the nectar [word illegible]  and when Simmonds (the 

gardener) complained you didn’t punish us but gave us a little garden plot of our own and gave 

us trowels and bought us Wellingtons. We spent happy times diggin’ in our garden.”  At another 37

point, Dolly and her brother stole the gardener’s wheelbarrow and stripped every apple from one 

of the neighbors’ trees, presenting them to the house cook shortly thereafter. Involvement in that 

little act of resistance, growing carrots or picking apples to spite the German blockade, was an 

invaluable way for evacuees to feel connected both with hosts and with the war effort back home 

in the city on top of building acquaintance with local flora. E. Bradfield wrote home to his 

parents of this work that he was “diggin’ for potatoes not victory.” Given the humorous nature of 

his letters, one can safely understand this as a joke and one that speaks to the broad sense of 

participation in the fight through vegetable agriculture, especially given his paragraph long 

update that follows thereafter in his letter in which he details the relative successes of his 

cabbages, carrots, and beans.  Iris Field carries similar memories of joining the family in their 38

37 A.J. Hughes Smith, Private Papers of Mrs A J Hughes-Smith, ℅ IWMA: Documents.5496, catalogued May 31, 
1996. 
38 E. Bradfield, Private Papers of E Bradfield, ℅ IWMA: Documents.4915, catalogued April 18, 1996. 
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domestic “hive of activity with the bottling of fruit and vegetables, the pickling of eggs in ising 

glass[sic]”  and two pigs kept in the garden dubbed Adolf and Hermann. In these days of rural 39

work, she encountered this botanical element of the country with a welcoming billeting family at 

her side that taught her the ways of their rural life. Work in these little gardens, some ordinarily a 

part of rural life and others a particular feature of the war, by their nature intertwined with host 

family relationships. The attitude of the host defined how evacuees saw the work.  

This is particularly evident where hosts failed to recognize the foreignness of rural chores 

and therefore approached their charges’ struggles with a significant dearth of understanding. V. 

Shoulder remembers dreading going to the well to fetch water, one of her many tasks before her 

situation was discovered, in part because, being a small child, her “shoes and socks would be 

saturated, which of course incurred the wrath of Mrs Newman [her host].”  For Ms. Shoulder, 40

the sternness of the host colored a chore in negative tones which might have been an 

enlightening entrée into rural life, as such chores were for many evacuees.  

Hosts were, first and foremost, the medium through which evacuees experienced their 

temporary homes for the duration of the war. As is to be expected, the relationships between 

those host and evacuees were complex and deeply individual. They were however, operative in 

generalizable ways on how evacuees saw their time in the country. A nasty chore could be fun if 

the host was kind just as rolling hills and big skies could feel like a prison when living with an 

abusive host. The host inflected their home landscape, bending and warping it by nature of their 

character and the way they treated the children with whose welfare they had been entrusted. 

They were responsible for the tone in which that landscape as well as the ways in which hosts 

39 I. Field, Private Papers of Mrs I. Field, ℅ IWMA:Documents.5576, catalogued June 8, 1996. 
40 V. Shoulder. Private Papers of Mrs. V Shoulder, ℅ IWMA: Documents.5429, catalogued May 16, 1996. 
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lived came to be understood by evacuees. As such, their approach, largely hospitable, helped to 

couch evacuees’ understandings of the country in warm terms such that many came to cherish 

country life beyond the war years.  
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“Over Hill, Over Dale” 

In June, 1940, J.B. Priestley, Britain’s most popular wartime radio speaker after Winston 

Churchill, took to the airwaves with his characteristic Sunday evening evocations of wartime 

life. His broadcasts, titled collectively Postscripts, toed the line between propaganda and 

spoken-word essays. For better or worse, he sought, and found, the beauty of life in the midst of 

war. On the 16th of June, it was the mood of the farmers and tradesmen of his home village with 

whom he met and spoke at a meeting of the Local Defense Volunteers. He mused at the 

continued existence of these seemingly archaic characters of country life, saying, “we had a 

hurdle-maker there; and his presence, together with that of a woodman and a shepherd, made me 

feel sometimes that I’d wandered into one of those rich chapters of Thomas Hardy’s fiction.”  41

These men, though, made no escape to the green fields of a bygone age that had likely lived only 

in fiction to begin with. Rather, they struck Priestley with the matter-of-factness of their 

resistance to the aerial siege that lay upon them. He spoke to the inevitably of challenge in their 

lives, a product close acquaintance with nature’s fickleness. To these men, according to 

Priestley, a bombing raid was not so different from “sudden blizzards at lambing time, or floods 

just before the harvest.”  Their lives were rooted in a long history of living in a particular way 42

with a particular proximity to the raw physicality of the land, a force so eternal as to resist 

whatever forces human events might wreak upon it in the present. They had lived through the 

threat of the Spanish Armada and Napoleon’s Fleet at Boulogne; this would be no different.  

All the same, Priestley was afraid. The Sunday before he spoke to his countryside 

neighbor’s resilience, he had been musing on the beauty of the summer of 1940, an extraordinary 

41 J.B. Priestley, Postscripts. (Kingswood, Surrey: Windmill Press, 1941), 9.  
42 J.B. Priestley, Postscripts, 10.  
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year for flowers by his reckoning. Having witnessed the modern savagery of the First World 

War, he could not help but share his fear that although the land had resisted so long, this war 

would ravage it as it had the fields of Flanders. In his words,  

“Sometimes I’ve felt that I was really staring at a beautifully painted silk curtain; and that 
at any moment it might be torn apart—its flowers, trees and green hills vanishing like 
smoke, to reveal the old Flanders Front, trenches and bomb craters, ruined towns, a 
scarred countryside, a sky belching death, and the faces of murdered children.” (6) 
 

Memory of the war before could not help but penetrate the scene of its successor. With that 

memory came the knowledge that even this seemingly eternal landscape was under threat. In 

those uncertain summer days of 1940, the course of history seemed to be pointing to just such a 

destruction as had been visited upon Flanders two decades before.  

Evacuee children were largely spared consciousness of this memory. Born largely in the 

1930s, they had no recollection of life during the Great War. Their hosts and teachers almost 

certainly did, and in that proximity they may have been made aware in some part of the source of 

their anxieties, but the full figure of that fear would likely have been distant and formless. This is 

not to say that evacuees were unaware that there was a war on as they visited beaches, climbed 

hills, and romped through fields for the first time in their lives. The presence of the war is 

irrefutable. It is present here in the narrative precisely because, though the dirt and water that 

comprise the physical landscape were no different that they had been before the declaration of 

war, the landscape was one colored by war. For Gerald Farmer, rolls of barbed wire and sentry 

towers on the beaches around Whitley Bay, Northumberland made the conflict readily apparent.

  In the experience of Ernest Munson, it came to the fore on those nights when he would climb 43

to the top of a hill near to his billet in Somerset to see the action between RAF fighters and 

43 Gerald Charles Farmer w/ Conrad Wood interviewing. Farmer, Gerald Charles (Oral history), 
℅ IWMA:17917, produced February 19, 1998. 
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German bombers above the coal and shipyards of South Wales. Not merely sand and slope, the 

physical landscape took on meaning, even for children ignorant of the war’s full scope, of 

conflict that cannot be separated from their wonder at the countryside’s wide open spaces. 

That said, the wide open spaces themselves were evacuees’ primary object of interest. 

The land in which they found themselves was noticeably different not just in density but in 

features as well. For one, it was “rough”, a great deal rougher than the smooth streets of East 

London to which they were used. E. Bradfield had more than one thing to say as to the harshness 

of country roads on his shoes: they prompted an ongoing saga in his letters home as to the future 

of his much bedraggled soles that dragged on for months, although his insistence on wearing 

light plimsolls might have had something to do with wear and tear.  That bridge eventually 44

crossed after 6 weeks of correspondence on the front, he was soon writing home for funds to 

replace the tire of his bicycle—a necessity, he insisted, given the breadth of country 

spaces—which had suffered a puncture at the hands of a wayward thorn. Another evacuee, Miss 

J.B. Male found that such roughness posed a challenge to her familiar routines of school life. In 

London, she had come to expect scheduled time for play in purpose built yards. In the 

countryside, no such places were to be found. Presented with a gravel yard by the school where it 

was feared children would be hurt if they fell, she and the other children were taken instead on 

long walks through the countryside. On one occasion they were taken miles along and down the 

cliffs to Portreath and then left to walk home along then unused rail lines.   45

The long distances, often traversed by walking, were a similarly characteristic part of 

evacuees burgeoning acquaintance with countryside landscape. Compared to the density of urban 

44 E. Bradfield, Private Papers of E Bradfield, ℅ IWMA: Documents.4915, catalogued April 18, 1996.  
45 J.B Male. Private Papers of Miss J B Male, ℅ IWMA:Documents.206, catalogued January, 1990. 
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London, sparsely populated areas far from major cities seemed strange indeed, as noted by 

Ernest Munson, who remembered years later a conversation he had with another East London 

boy while evacuated. “One of the boys said, in a little cockney accent, he said, ‘innit funny round 

‘ere’ he said, ‘there ain’t no ‘ouses.’”  It is no surprise, really, that an urban child who had never 46

left the confines of a dense industrial core might be struck by the sparseness of countryside 

built-space and the horizontality of the land therein. What is more striking is that, over the course 

of their time spent in the country, evacuees became much more comfortable with these wide 

open spaces. Certainly they had their drawbacks, as J.B. Male remembered. For the small 

children in her evacuee group, the long walks back from school or church sometimes proved too 

much to handle and temporary billets did occasionally need to be found: her own walk was about 

two miles, perfectly manageable for an older girl such as herself if slightly daunting coming from 

a tightly packed city neighborhood.  For the most part, though, solutions to the distance were 47

found. Morris Berkovitch remembers his initial trepidation as to the process learning to ride a 

bike,  an absolute essential in traversing the countryside landscape with car ownership at 48

exceedingly low levels by contemporary standards and a petroleum shortage furthering that 

scarcity.  

Amidst these shocks and surprises at the differences between living in urban versus rural 

space, children noted more often the natural beauty which now surrounded them. The particular 

features involved were, of course, variable depending on where evacuees were sent, but the 

general picture is one of wonder and appreciation. For instance, E. Bradfield, in an early letter 

46 Ernest William Munson w/ Conrad Wood interviewing. Munson, Ernest William (Oral history), ℅ IWMA:16779, 
produced July 21, 1996. 
47 J.B Male. Private Papers of Miss J B Male, ℅ IWMA:Documents.206, catalogued January, 1990. 
48 Berkovitch, Morris w/ Conrad Wood interviewing. Berkovitch, Morris (Oral history), ℅ IWMA: 17345, produced 
March 31, 1997. 
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home from the south coast of Cornwall, wrote, “We are only a little way from the sea but one 

can get a some picturesque views from the sea and the cliffs. You know those pictures you with 

yellow sand and blue sky and with people on those floats, well it’s just like that.” He went on 

later to muse that if he lay down on the sand and imagined camels milling around the palm trees 

at the Riviera Club, he might mistake the view for one out of Arabia. On the whole, the seaside 

was, in his words, full of “crystal clear water” and “every color of the rainbow,” a place “worth a 

fortune to see it in its beauty.” It would not be long before he was making plans for a visit from 

his parents, sending details of local beaches that he liked and insisting that his mother not forget 

her summer clothing and “a couple of substantial frocks or trousers.”  While E. Bradfield took 49

an immediate liking to the seaside, mentioning it regularly in his letters and reporting eagerly to 

his parents in when his younger brother had learned to swim, V. Marsden’s case acquaintance 

with the sea was somewhat slower and more comical in developing. Evacuated to Essex, she 

remembered that her host mother 

“went to Clacton to do the shopping one day, they brought back some sand for me so that 
I could see what it was like as I would not have yet been to the seaside and didn’t know 
what sand was. When I made my first trip to Clacton, I asked if I should take my sand 
with me!”  50

 
Hers is a telling anecdote that points both to evacuees often total ignorance of a landscape often 

not very far from their homes  and their enthusiasm for it. Miss Marsden’s little pocket of sand 51

is a testament not just to the geographical parochialism of pre-war life, but to the interest 

evacuees took to the physical landscape of the countryside.  

49 E. Bradfield, Private Papers of E Bradfield, ℅ IWMA: Documents.4915, catalogued April 18, 1996. 
50 V. Marsden, Private Papers of Mrs. V. Marsden, ℅ IWMA: Documents.14525, catalogued February 8, 2006.  
51 The closer seaside town of Southend-on-Sea was just under 40 miles from the East End, streetwise.  
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Evacuees sent to the hilly country of the western counties, bar Cornwall and Devon, 

showed no less wonder for their newfound land features, though the sea did not feature so 

prominently. Instead, they found themselves in a tin-mining area, often living with miners who 

were only too happy to take their evacuees up into the hills. Joyce Ethel Aylard recalled later that 

on her first foray up a mountain, having been taken by the adult miner son of her host, she had 

“kept on thinking we’d got to the top when we had, because again I had never seen a mountain.”

  In another case, J.B. Male remembered one day at school on which all the boys had been 52

noted absent only for them to turn up just before lunch. After much prodding, they confessed to 

having undertaken to find and explore the local tin mines.  The notion of mining might not have 53

been entirely novel to these London schoolchildren, but the real and proximate physicality of it 

held significant interest for them. Perhaps having read about the countryside in the classroom, 

perhaps only having heard passing anecdotes, evacuees were, for the first time, given an 

opportunity to explore and become literate with these features of country life. Had there been no 

evacuation, ideas like tin mining might otherwise have remained shrouded in mystery. The 

chance to develop an understanding of them was one that they wasted no time in grasping.  

A third set of children worthy of inspection were those sent to more agricultural areas 

where manor houses were common. While they were sometimes billeted with aristocrats, those 

houses were more typically populated with privately evacuated groups from upper class boarding 

schools or given to temporary function as hospitals.  Regardless of whether they lived in the 54

52 Joyce Ethel Aylard w/ Conrad Wood interviewing. Aylard, Joyce Ethel (Oral history), ℅ IWMA:16674, produced 
June 1, 1996.  
53 J.B Male. Private Papers of Miss J B Male, ℅ IWMA:Documents.206, catalogued January, 1990. 
54 I note that the owners of these houses generally preferred the latter option. As it turned out, children, then and 
now, are remarkably destructive animals and the convalescent proved far less financially costly to maintain. For 
further reading, I suggest Peter Mandler’s 1999 survey, The Fall and Rise of the Stately Home.  
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houses themselves, evacuees were often given free reign of their gardens where they could play 

whenever they liked.  The breadth of their scope fascinated these children with its possibilities. 55

They would not have been entirely unaware of such open green spaces living in such close 

proximity to the Lea Valley and Victoria Park therein, but the fact that private individuals could 

own and maintain such places undoubtedly left a mark. It must be said, the children did 

sometimes leave marks on them too. V. Shoulder remembered of the garden in which she and her 

friends had been allowed to play that they “no doubt trampled on their lovely shrubs and flowers 

so it was no small wonder that we evacuees were regarded as a nuisance and were soon moved 

on.”  Not even the royal palace at Windsor was exempt from this invasion of city children, 56

although it was significantly better prepared for its young visitors. Having been evacuated to the 

environs of Windsor, Y. Jacobs and her classmates were arranged, in the good weather of 1940’s 

summer, “to go for rambles and nature walks in Windsor Great Park.” The enormous scale and 

curation of the royal park could not help but make an impression and Miss Jacobs remembered 

much later that, “this was a great treat for us having come from the East End of London.”  Her 57

qualification that coming from the East End made the experience more striking is telling to a 

broader attitude.  

These children were and felt from elsewhere; it would take considerable time during the 

war for them to come to feel comfortable by the sea or on hillsides as in their city. Instrumentally 

though, they did come to love rural places. Many would stay in the countryside after the end of 

the war, especially those who had been evacuated as infants and so spent more time with host 

parents than biological ones. Others would wait until middle-age or retirement to leave the city 

55 V. Marsden, Private Papers of Mrs. V. Marsden, ℅ IWMA: Documents.14525, catalogued February 8, 2006.  
56 V. Shoulder. Private Papers of Mrs. V Shoulder, ℅ IWMA: Documents.5429, catalogued May 16, 1996. 
57 Y. Jacobs. Private Papers of Mrs. Y Jacobs, ℅ IWMA: Documents.6578, catalogued June 17, 1997.  
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for the countryside. Crucially, though, it was during the evacuation that they developed an 

understanding of and literacy in the space of the countryside. Thereby, they also came into 

contact with the ways in which it was intertwined with rural lifeways, attitudes, and institutions. 

Simply put, immersion produced understanding of, literacy in, and love for the country and the 

ways people lived in it. In the words of Ernest Munson, “we used to spend a lot of time in the 

fields, in the hills around Timberscombe.  And I suppose really this is how I got my love of the 

country.”  58

 

  

58 Ernest William Munson w/ Conrad Wood interviewing. Munson, Ernest William (Oral history), ℅ IWMA:16779, 
produced July 21, 1996. 
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Country People and Country Ways 

At the level of culture, in the older, more limited sense of the word, shoving urban 

children into rural society was fraught with complications. Without the intimacy of clearly 

established host-guest relationship, rural people sometimes took unkindly to evacuees, and there 

was no shortage of tension in their partial inclusion of evacuees in country lifeways and 

traditions. Similarly, many evacuees had difficulty adapting to country life both in habit and 

attitude. The differences between country and city life were readily apparent and shocking to 

evacuees in particularly in certain spheres, for example habits of water supply and personal 

hygiene. As such, this particular sphere serves as a useful microcosm for investigating how 

evacuees adapted to radically different circumstances from those to which they were used.  

While bathroom and water supply conditions in the East End are generally thought to 

have been nothing short of horrific during this period, evacuees minced no words in expressing 

distaste for the conditions they found in the countryside. For one, many billets lacked running 

water and instead used wells. In the particularly cold winter of 1940-41, this was a major 

inconvenience for the evacuees who were given the chore of fetching the day’s bucket. In the 

memory of V. Shoulder, this task was the source of considerable anxiety,  

“It was usually my job to collect the bucket which would sometimes be full to 
overflowing and therefore too heavy for me to manage so accordingly, by the time that I 
reached home, my shoes and socks would be saturated, which of course incurred the 
wrath of Mrs Newman.”  59

 
Her remark that her host mother took poorly to these sorts of accidents is unsurprising given the 

inconvenience it must have created for her. It is part, though, of a set of banal and initially 

inescapable difficulties that plagued evacuee transition to country life. The use of outhouses, 

59 V. Shoulder. Private Papers of Mrs. V Shoulder, ℅ IWMA: Documents.5429, catalogued May 16, 1996. 
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particularly at night, was another that drew fear and anxiety from young children. Miss Shoulder 

remembered scurrying past a large and irritable gander to the boards and bucket of a spartan 

outhouse in the middle of the night with significant trepidation. Ernest Munson’s back of the 

garden outhouse reportedly “gave [him] the willies.”  Joyce Barrett recalled how, when it 60

rained, she would have to step on surfacing earthworms to get to the outhouse, “which of course 

to a London child is absolutely unheard of. You know and it was really traumatic. These things 

you sort of had put up with and get used to.”  It was perhaps most obvious in these areas that the 61

children’s vulnerability is most apparent. Not distracted by wonder at hills or sheep or by a warm 

cup of tea, there were inevitably moments in each evacuee’s time away from home in which they 

felt alone, lost, and completely at a loss for what to do and those moments do serve as powerful 

evidence to the psychological damage documented by wartime child psychoanalysts. For most, 

though, the deepest pangs of that discomfort would pass with time and growing acquaintance 

with country ways, sometimes with the help of their rural neighbors and sometimes in spite of 

their vitriol.  

In a few cases, that latter vitriol was manifest in outright and unapologetic exclusion of 

evacuees from the rituals of country life. Joyce Barrett remembered two such examples in detail. 

On the first occasion, the local parish had been putting on a Christmas play, as was custom 

across the country, and refused to cast evacuees as anything other than slaves in a fit of 

unchristian behavior that is almost comedic in its scale. On the second, she and her fellows were 

pointedly left out of a local event in which oranges were rolled down a hill with the goal of 

60 Ernest William Munson w/ Conrad Wood interviewing. Munson, Ernest William (Oral history), ℅ IWMA:16779, 
produced July 21, 1996. 
61 Joyce R. Barrett w/ Jon Newman interviewing. Recording, ℅ IWMA:9563, produced February 25, 1985. 
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knocking off the hats of good-natured adult volunteers.  Only after the festival had wound down 62

did an official come over to the unhappy spectators to announce that “‘there are some squashed 

oranges down there, if you want those go and get them.’”  It would appear that, in certain areas, 63

locals were not entirely convinced that evacuees were of the same tribe as themselves. In these 

places, they were treated as visitors, usually but not not always with the dignity of guests but 

certainly not honored ones.  

In other areas, the antagonism between host communities and evacuees was more 

humorous. Evacuees were generally regarded to be trouble-makers and not always malicious 

ones, evident here in a cartoon from Punch (see Figure 10) with the caption, “Why, yes, Officer, 

as a matter of fact we have some evacuees staying here—why?” which pokes fun at evacuees’ 

largely unsupervised hijinks in the countryside. The public seems to have been more or less 

understanding that these were children and often bored ones who might easily cause a ruckus if 

not properly monitored. They also seem to have accepted, though not without much complaining, 

that there simply was not enough available labor to provide the necessary oversight of more than 

a million evacuated children. When a hayrick caught fire near Ernest Munson’s evacuated 

school, the local evacuee boys were blamed for lighting it up, although he admitted that 

suspicion may have been raised by the group of evacuee boys standing around watching it burn. 

He insisted nonetheless that “we weren’t criminals, we were only boys,”  and that, at least in his 64

own experience, evacuees rarely got up to any serious mischief. His own pranking, by his 

admission he was “no angel,” consisted of hiding out behind the gravestones in the churchyard, 

62 The exact mechanics of this phenomenon are not well described. I imagine it would be clearer in person, but 
accounts of Orange Rolling on the Dunstable Downs are completely opaque to me.  
63 Joyce R. Barrett w/ Jon Newman interviewing. Recording, ℅ IWMA:9563, produced February 25, 1985. 
64Ernest William Munson w/ Conrad Wood interviewing. Munson, Ernest William (Oral history), ℅ IWMA:16779, 
produced July 21, 1996. 
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sliding down hayricks in the autumn, and being chased around by his host family’s Alsatian dog. 

He also made a habit of switching around his country neighbors’ garden gates, unpegging one 

from its hinges and replacing it with the gate of another’s, largely for the cries of “”Oi, what’s 

that!’” that the prank prompted. Another evacuee, Frederick Tanner, went around after a 

snowstorm offering to shovel people’s front walkways for 6 pence. One particular case proved 

comical, as he detailed,  

“We said, ‘we’ll shift the snow for you down the gate for 6 pence,’ and she nodded. So 
we took that as, ‘yes, ok.’ So we got stuck in and got all the snow shifted, two foot of 
snow right down to the gate and we came back for our 6 pence. And she wouldn’t pay us. 
‘Oh no! No 6 pence.’ Oh we was riled at that and she shut the door in our face. Shouted 
and shut the door. So then we shovelled it all back on the path. And we went and 
shovelled more. In fact, there was twice as much there as when we’d gone to shift it. And 
the last thing I could see over the high mounds of snow was that old girl waving a fist at 
us from inside the window. Cause we’d put the snow back cause we didn’t get our 6 
pence you see.”  65

 
This sort of good-natured, at least in retrospect, conflict seems to be the most typical scenario, 

with outright disrespect relatively rare. Such was a powerful narrative, in any event. The plucky 

cockney children were notoriously self-assured, rowdy, and ignorant of country but in equal 

parts curious to learn about life in the country.  

Learn they did, although sometimes the lessons of the country were less pleasant than 

might have been wanted. For Iris Field, a brief dalliance with ice skating ended with her 

colliding into a wall and suffering a concussion. In her words, “I didn’t try that again.”  A.V. 66

Gibbs’ education was more low-impact, but she found her course in cheese-making no less 

educational, describing it as “quite an experience for a London girl, but I enjoyed it all.” She, as 

well as V. Marsden and V. Shoulder, would remember being taken to country dances as well to 

65 Frederick Tanner w/ Jon Newman interviewing. Recording, ℅ IWMA:9570, produced August 7, 1985. 
66 I. Field, Private Papers of Mrs I. Field, ℅ IWMA:Documents.5576, catalogued June 8, 1996. 
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sit and listen to the music as well as dance from time to time (the jitterbug, as V. Marsden 

remembered it). V. Shoulder was quite young during her evacuation and, though she made 

regular appearances at Saturday evening dances, typically finished out her night sleeping on one 

of the benches in the parish hall. She remembered, “when I woke up some time later, I would 

find that some kind Airman had covered me with his overcoat.” The anecdote speaks, I think to a 

broader conclusion, with the necessary reservations, that the more time evacuees spent among 

their country neighbors the better the two groups got along and took care of each other. It was a 

matter of building acquaintance.  

Immersion in the complex cultural traditions of country life was perhaps the most fraught 

element of evacuated life. Graceful integration relied on a long acquaintance with local practices 

and sources of meaning. Evacuees had neither the privilege of lifelong education in country 

ways, nor the generosity of attitude offered by a parental relationship. Similarly, country people 

had not spent enough time alongside these children to truly feel as though they were a part of 

their immediate community. As such, some degree of coldness, particularly in the early months 

and years, is to be expected in the historical record. Strikingly, though, in many cases, 

particularly as the years went by, evacuees did make their ways into rural communities and find 

acceptance therein.  
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Flora, Fauna, and Food 

In The Lion and the Unicorn, George Orwell characterized the English people as “a 

nation of flower-lovers,” pointing to what he saw as an appreciation for small, private, and 

beautiful things that stood out among features of the so-called “national character.”  67

Flower-loving, alongside collecting, represented, for Orwell a crisp manifestation of the vision of 

the Englishman that came to the fore during the Second World War i.e. “the little man.” Wartime 

Britons combined the sense of isolation articulated by Churchill after Dunkirk with the flight of 

the liberal intelligentsia to search for an institutional self-qualification in the country-dwelling 

middle class. This increasingly valorized English culture originated from those rural people who 

were especially parochial, agrarian, and concerned, perhaps more than others in a country 

already deeply concerned, with the deep history of their immediate environs. All of these 

features are, by definition, rooted in the land. It is the touchpoint through which their self-reliant 

impulse was articulated and as such evacuees’ relationship to this element of rural culture is best 

studied through it.  

For evacuees, flowers were among the earliest and most ubiquitous landscape feature 

through which they engaged with the countryside. Objects of fascination within the backdrop of 

human life that is physical setting, they stand out in evacuee recollections as touch-points for the 

development for a broader appreciation of the Arcadian English countryside. A.V. Gibbs, 

remembering that “we picked primroses and bluebells in Penselwood and I enjoyed the country 

life very much,”  significantly placed those flowers and the broader phenomenon of country life 68

in the same sentence. They seem one and the same, or perhaps flowers are implicitly sine qua 

67 George Orwell, The Lion and the Unicorn, (London: Secker and Warburg, 1941). 
68 A.V. Gibbs, Private Papers of Mrs A V Gibbs, ℅ IWMA: Documents.4918, April 19, 1996. 
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non to the part of country life that is to be enjoyed. V. Marsden’s memory speaks to this notion 

while describing the difficulty of her transition back to London life after the war, “I had spent my 

formative years enjoying playing in a large garden. I had been used to the ‘fairyland’ of the 

blooms of the cherry trees, and I knew I would miss the scent of the honeysuckle in the tree near 

the kitchen and living room windows.”  In the language of her memory, flowers perfumed her 69

memory of country life, passively penetrating and permeating it, but only realized their effect 

when she had returned to London and found their scent absent. For Dolly, flowers were present 

in mind as well at her departure from the country. She remembered that when she had been 

informed that her stepmother was moving her out of the country house in which she had been 

billeted for fear of her getting ideas “above her station,” she had gone down to a field of 

cowslips, lain down, and cried.   70

For others, picking flowers rather than simply living among them, provided an 

opportunity to engage with the rural landscape and the lifeways that went with it. Iris Field went 

out into the meadows with her host sister regularly, recalling “we would gather catkins and pussy 

willow, she made me aware of nature.” She also remembered walking to the fields of cowslips 

near Barton and, in recollection, broke from her memory to note that those meadows were gone, 

replaced by a housing estate.  It is a telling note, pointing to her affection for a countryside 71

landscape that, for her, had become, at least partially, equated with the presence of wild flowers. 

That revelation is, in the source base, a broad trend, as evidenced by Joyce Ethel Aylard’s similar 

conclusions. She recalled,  

69 V. Marsden, Private Papers of Mrs. V. Marsden, ℅ IWMA: Documents.14525, catalogued February 8, 2006.  
70 A.J. Hughes Smith, Private Papers of Mrs A J Hughes-Smith, ℅ IWMA: Documents.5496, catalogued May 31, 
1996. 
71 I. Field, Private Papers of Mrs I. Field, ℅ IWMA:Documents.5576, catalogued June 8, 1996. 
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“The Lady we were staying with took us out into the woods, and we were picking up 
sweet chestnuts, which I’d never done before. And the other things we did, which was 
rather fun, was, in the following spring, we all went and gathered cowslips from the local 
fields, and they were all packed up into bundles and I imagine sold for war funds. It was 
again, being a girl from a town, this was fairly new to me, to be in an area with country 
so close.”  72

 
Her memory points to a discovery of natural fecundity during her evacuation that she explicitly 

identified with “country.” Interestingly, for Joyce Aylard, her billet itself does not seem to 

qualify as country. Rather, she used country to specifically refer to a place where wild plant 

growth was present and, implicitly, humans absent. It is an interesting challenge to even the 

broad understanding of country used in this thesis, and one wonders that if country cannot have 

people in it, how might Joyce Aylard have characterized the village in which she was billeted? 

Of course, flowers were not the sole feature of this sort of wildly growing country. 

Children were fascinated by the animals present in and around rural settlements and remembered 

encounters with them as real treats. E. Bradfield wrote home with excitement with respect to his 

own experience with the local rabbit population, saying “The other day I went rabbit hunting as 

Stu’[his brother] calls it. I went with Mr. Rowe, Mrs Sayers father. He caught two but one got 

away and fell down dead. We didn’t find it till two days later. It’s jolly exciting.”  These sorts of 73

collisions with animal life would have been rare in the city and gave substance to the sense of the 

distinctness of place that evacuees often felt in their rural billets. C.S. Lewis captured the essence 

of this excitement in the opening of his The Lion, The Witch, and the Wardrobe. As the four 

children gather together before bed, they share their anticipation to see the local wildlife around 

their billet,  

72 Joyce Ethel Aylard w/ Conrad Wood interviewing. Aylard, Joyce Ethel (Oral history), ℅ IWMA:16674, produced 
June 1, 1996.  
73 E. Bradfield, Private Papers of E Bradfield, ℅ IWMA: Documents.4915, catalogued April 18, 1996. 
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“‘This is going to be a wonderful place for birds. I shall go to bed now. I say, let’s go and 
explore to-morrow. You might find anything in a place like this. Did you see those 
mountains as we came along? And the woods? There might be eagles. There might be 
stags. There’ll be hawks.’ ‘Badgers!’ said Lucy. ‘Snakes!’ said Edmund. ‘Foxes!’ said 
Susan.   74

 
It is, of course, a fictional exhortation of evacuees excitement but interestingly one that draws on 

the dynamic by which children well acquainted with the theoretical existence of animals like 

badgers and foxes were for the first time given the opportunity to see them in real life.  

In the garden, evacuees came face to face with the most intimate point of contact between 

rural life and the land. The areas to which they were evacuated had been agrarian before the war, 

but the food shortages resulting from the Battle of the Atlantic had pushed them to produce fruit 

and vegetables to cover the deficit. As such, whereas in the interwar some members of any rural 

community would have been engaged in some form of agricultural, in the war years most—if not 

all in many communities—kept at least a small garden. Gardening was a family affair in these 

so-called allotments. Evacuees were sometimes left out of family engagements, the allotments 

were not among these. Recollections are filled with descriptions of work in the allotments, some 

more positively toned than others as discussed above in “Family for the Duration.” More than a 

barometer for familial integration though, evacuee recollections demonstrate how evacuees, as 

they worked in the gardens, grew in familiarity with the processes of horticulture, and through 

that, with that integral element of rural life.  

As with wild animals, evacuees first reaction to seeing vegetables growing outside the 

window was a mixture of curiosity and admiration. Frederick Tanner said of that early 

revelation,  

74 C.S. Lewis, The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe. New York: Macmillan, 1950.  
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There was a large, very large garden at the back where Mr. Lee used to grow vegetables. 
And I thought I liked that. And sitting there with all the beans going up the poles I 
thought they was marvelous. He used to say, ‘Come on then, let's dig a few potatoes.’ 
And I thought that’s marvelous and he go out and brought a pitchfork and he’d lift some 
taters up, you know you grew em yourself. To me, a cockney, you know that was a 
marvellous thing.  75

 
Considering for a moment how startling it would have been to be an urban child who had never 

seen potatoes or beans actually growing in the dirt, it doesn’t seem altogether very meaningful to 

note that such reactions existed. But, of course, never having seen vegetables grow is not so far 

from never having considered the realities of agriculture, which goes hand in hand with the 

cultural and spatial divisions that had grown within Britain in the interwar. Needless to say, early 

responses to the revelation of the details of horticulture were toned in no small amount of magic 

for evacuees.  

That initial magic would give way over evacuated years to an appreciation for the 

gardening that made up such a significant part of rural life. E. Bradfield wrote home excitedly 

that “ our garden seems to be coming along, what with having to cut your way through the 

cabbages and cut the carrot tops every time one walks round the path. What is it coming to, one 

will have to use two hands to pull off the beans soon.” His pride in his carrots shines through the 

page, giving a very real sense of his acclimation to growing food. With that pride came 

knowledge, illustrated by Violet Marsden who, over the course of her evacuation in Essex, 

gained a considerable education in the intricacies of folk botanical knowledge. She remembered,  

I got to know a lot about them [fruits and vegetables], especially the fruit and the 
difference between Victoria Plums and green gapes and goldengapes [sic] - which I liked 
best. There were also hazelnut and walnut trees. There was also an orchard with apple 
and pear trees and some cherry trees. We had plenty of fruit and vegetables and Auntie 
Vi would preserve a lot of the fruit for the winter and make a lot of jam. I learnt to 
identify the different variety of apples and the difference of the various blossoms.  76

75 Frederick Tanner w/ Jon Newman interviewing. Recording, ℅ IWMA:9570, produced August 7, 1985. 
76 V. Marsden, Private Papers of Mrs. V. Marsden, ℅ IWMA: Documents.14525, catalogued February 8, 2006.  
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Her experience was mirrored by many others who spent their time in the country working 

alongside their hosts in the garden. Even the youngest would be struck by the details of agrarian 

life, incorporating it into their missives home, like Barbara Hawthorne whose drawing of a cow 

was saved by her mother (see Figure 11).  These sorts of demonstrations point to a growing 77

sense of literacy in country ways and images among evacuees over the course of the war years. 

That literacy went hand in hand with an appreciation of what agrarian life produced. In a period 

of remarkable scarcity, the provenance of food was more important than ever. Finding it plentiful 

in the countryside must certainly helped to ingratiate hungry young evacuees to the 

processes—which they participated in—to produce it.  

Ernest Munson recalled after the war that, in the countryside, they had never gone short 

on food. While exotic fruits made their way out of the daily diet, supply lines for citrus having 

been for the most part cut off, he remembered that they’d had plenty of apples.  Evacuees, 78

during the war, ate country fare, becoming attuned to that element of food culture that would be 

extrapolated later as quintessentially English. It was apt, then, that E. Bradfield’s first meal in 

Cornwall had been strawberries and clotted cream, and finding it to his taste, reported the black 

market price as well as that of butter back home to his parents in London.  Similarly, Renee 79

Margaret Ponsford remembered being given blackberry cordial when she was sick as a sort of 

substitute cough syrup,  and V Marsden remembered picking rosehips for manufacture into 80

rosehip syrup as a substitute for rationed sugar.  In addition to educating children in country 81

77 B. Hawthorne. Private Papers of Mrs B Hawthorne, ℅ IWMA:Documents.5588, catalogued August 12, 1996. 
78 Ernest William Munson w/ Conrad Wood interviewing. Munson, Ernest William (Oral history), ℅ IWMA:16779, 
produced July 21, 1996. 
79  E. Bradfield, Private Papers of E Bradfield, ℅ IWMA: Documents.4915, catalogued April 18, 1996. 
80 Renee Margaret Ponsford w/ Conrad Wood interviewing. Ponsford, Renee Margaret (Oral 
history), ℅ IWMA:18460, produced August 20, 1998. 
81  V. Marsden, Private Papers of Mrs. V. Marsden, ℅ IWMA: Documents.14525, catalogued February 8, 2006.  
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food culture, this sort of culinary plenty did much to ingratiate children to the countryside while 

their friends and families who stayed in the cities struggled with rationing. Morris Berkovitch, 

whose Jewish identity made finding food more difficult than for others,  remarked that in 82

Cambridgeshire, where he was evacuated, there had been little trouble finding fresh vegetables. 

His parents had not been so lucky back in Stepney, where rationing and a kosher diet had made 

meals hard to find.  This is all to say, proximity to agrarian life in the countryside produced a 83

manifold reaction in children to ingratiate them to life therein. They typically enjoyed growing 

food and learning about the process of farming and enjoyed just as much its products, the effects 

of the latter phenomenon amplified by the food shortages brought on by the war.  

In sum, evacuee experience of the part of the country that grows, its plants and animals, 

was defined by the children’s initial wonder and later by the positive relationships they formed 

with the lifestyle that went with it. As Iris Field remembered, “Grampy would take Jean and 

myself to the allotment to gather the new potatoes and other vegetables which we enjoyed, and it 

was also an introduction to the countryside.”  But it was more than an introduction, I argue. 84

Evacuees engagement and education in agricultural life taught them how their countryside 

neighbors lived and also how that way of living impacted their own lives in the city. It is a 

meaningful change that evacuees, going home to the cities after the end of war in Europe now 

knew the provenance of their potatoes and bacon. Having worked alongside country-dwelling 

people to produce them in the war years, they would be reminders of that other way of life with 

which they had become acquainted and, in many cases, with which they’d fallen in love.  

82 The English rabbinical hierarchy had made a formal exemption on kosher restrictions for evacuees billeted with 
Christian families, but many still felt compelled to avoid pork, the staple meat of the countryside. 
83  Berkovitch, Morris w/ Conrad Wood interviewing. Berkovitch, Morris (Oral history), ℅ IWMA: 17345, 
produced March 31, 1997. 
84 I. Field, Private Papers of Mrs I. Field, ℅ IWMA:Documents.5576, catalogued June 8, 1996. 
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Epilogue: Good Neighbors 

In 1942, American forces landed in Britain, conclusive air superiority over Britain was 

established the RAF, the German invasion of the Soviet Union had stalled, and the tide of the 

war began to turn. Some children stayed in the country for the rest of the war, others trickled 

home. Some were lucky to find their parents living in the same houses they had left, more were 

taken to new homes, often distant from the ones they had left. The Blitz had left London, and 

East London in particular, in ruins. Nearly one million were left homeless by the Blitz. Even so, 

the children began to adapt to life back in a city. It would be a rocky path for many. Morris 

Berkovitch was hit by a V2 shortly after his return home and spent four months in a hospital 

recovering. His host family came to London to visit him in a hospital ward.  A.V. Gibbs, after 85

returning home for a brief period, was informed that a bomb had fallen on her billet in Somerset, 

killing the host-sister with whom she had become close.  The war had not ended by the time the 86

evacuations had ended for many if not most, and so its tragedies continued to roll into their lives. 

Crucially though, they felt these tragedies across the urban-rural divide. No longer parochial and 

concerned with the immediate problems of everyday life, the evacuation had made the war not 

just abstractly national, but manifestly and personally so as Angus Calder famously argued in 

The Peoples War.  

A few years later, the war was over, and children were conclusively tasked with the 

project of returning home in spirit. Some found the task too great, especially those who had been 

evacuated as small children and had, by 1945, spent more time in the country than in London. V. 

85 Berkovitch, Morris w/ Conrad Wood interviewing. Berkovitch, Morris (Oral history), ℅ IWMA: 17345, produced 
March 31, 1997. 
86A.V. Gibbs, Private Papers of Mrs A V Gibbs, ℅ IWMA: Documents.4918, April 19, 1996. 
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Marsden remembered asking her host mother, ““if I come for my Summer holidays, can I stay 

’til Christmas?” After a difficult few months in London, she would return to Essex to be adopted 

by her host family.  In another case, Y. Jacobs, nearly adult by the end of the war, stayed in 87

Windsor after the end of the war, married another Jewish boy from the East End who had been 

evacuated there, and, at the time of recollection, lived a twenty minute walk away from her hosts 

with whom she remained very friendly.  These sorts of situations were hardly the norm, but they 88

weren’t atypical and speak to the profound impression country life made on evacuee children.  

Evacuees spent a considerable number of their childhood years in the countryside, away 

from their homes and families. For some, these would be the most formative years of their lives 

and shape them into people profoundly of the country-dwelling sort. For most, though, the 

evacuation left them with a set of experiences rooted in country life. Those experiences, now 

memory in the aftermath of the war, gave them a fuller sense of country life than they could have 

imagined beforehand. Rooted in the country landscape, these memories of wartime life became a 

part of their cultural vocabulary. Children had learned the terms in which country life expressed 

itself by living in its milieu. It would prove a valuable asset, perhaps a sine qua non, for the 

social democratic project to come.  

The postwar would see massive growth in the welfare state, from unemployment 

assistance to socialized medicine to the nationalization of industries under both Conservative and 

Labour governments. It would be an effort requiring remarkable peacetime solidarity among the 

British people, and in the experiences of the war lay a rich well of national fraternity. Sonya 

Rose argues in Which People’s War, complicating Calder’s relatively simplistic model of 

87 V. Marsden, Private Papers of Mrs. V. Marsden, ℅ IWMA: Documents.14525, catalogued February 8, 2006.  
88 Y. Jacobs. Private Papers of Mrs. Y Jacobs, ℅ IWMA: Documents.6578, catalogued June 17, 1997.  
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national solidarity, that while solidarity did certainly exist after the war the conflict had not 

broken down the barriers of class, geography, or gender that had existed in the years prior to it. 

Britons remained divided, but they worked more-or-less together toward a more-or-less common 

goal. This study points to that conclusion. East End children remained as cockney as they had 

been before they left Liverpool Street or Paddington station. Their status as a neglected subcaste 

of the proletariat would be cemented by nearly four decades of inaction in the reconstruction of 

the East End. The evacuation had not levelled the population onto a single status, but it had 

taught, children and adults, the cultural language with which they could understand each other’s 

lives and values. That literacy had real value in a postwar dialogue aimed at national well-being.  

The evacuation showed an entire generation of children a land of which they had not 

previously been aware, and, simply put, they tended to like it. Rural life would take on cultural 

resonance beyond fanciful children’s stories, high-brow literature of centuries past, or touristic 

surveys of a land that time, and industry, had supposedly forgot. The countryside had become a 

place people knew, urban and rural, rich and poor. As children, evacuees had become acquainted 

with its hills, with the seaside, with carrots and rabbits and the unsavory process by which an 

outhouse might be used. They knew people who lived there as well as how they lived, and, in 

time, many of them would come to live there in those ways. It might be said in this regard that 

the evacuation established a basis on which people could speak of country life, institutions, and 

values in mutually accessible terms. Whether and how they would do so would be a project of 

the decades that followed the declaration of peace in Europe, but the evacuations had shown 

them how.  
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Appendix (Maps and Figures) 

 

Legend for Land Use Maps 

 

Fig. 1 Destinations for East London Evacuee Groups in the East Midlands through Winter 1939 
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Fig. 2 Destinations for East London Evacuee Groups in the West Midlands through Winter 1939 
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Fig. 3 Destinations for East London Evacuee Groups in the East of England through Winter 1939 
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Fig. 4 Destinations for East London Evacuee Groups in Southeast England through Winter 1939 
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Fig. 5 Destinations for East London Evacuee Groups in Southwest England through Winter 1939 
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Fig. 6 Destinations for All Evacuee Groups from East London through Winter 1939 
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Fig. 7 Distribution of East London Evacuee Groups in England by County 
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Fig. 8 Distribution of East London Evacuee Group Origins by Neighborhood 
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Fig. 9 “No, I really cannot take evacuees. In any case I’m expecting relations.” 

Punch Charivari, Georges du Maurier (1941) 
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Fig. 10 “Why, yes, Officer, as a matter of fact we have some evacuees staying here—why?” 

Punch Charivari, Norman Meredith (1941) 
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Fig. 11 Ms. Hawthorne’s Drawing of a Cow 

Sent to her mother while evacuated 
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